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Abstract: The examination of radiation absorbed or emitted by atoms or molecules are very impor-

tant for physics and technology. The article discusses about problem of solving absorption of radia-

tion by atoms. There are several types of broadening and shift of spectral lines solved by special 

program. The program uses data from free access chemical databases. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Our modern knowledge about broad spectrum of electromagnetic waves is based on first research 

of white sun shine by Isaac Newton (1643 – 1726). F. W. Herschel continued in research (1738 – 

1822), he measured temperature of the colours and discovered infrared radiation. Joseph von Ritter 

Fraunhofer (1787 – 1826) discovered some dark lines in the sun spectrum in 1814 and 1815. These 

dark lines were then used for specifying refraction indexes of various matter. In 1823 he made first 

optical lattice and discovered difraction of light on this lattice. He could exactly measure wavelenghts 

of spectral lines with this optical lattice.  

In 1897 J. J. Thomson discovered electron, on its model basis described ionization as emission of an 

electron from an atom. In 1913 Eva von Bahr distinguished rotational structure of hydrogen chloride 

band, and so the rotational quantum states of molecules were experimentally proved. These basic 

discovery work laid a foundation for important work published by Planck, Bohr, Einstein and many 

others, who, directly or with work in similar field, helped to achieve today level of knowledge in 

investigating of spectra of matter and spectroscopy as a scientific field. 

2 SPECTRA OF MATTER 

The examination of electromagnetic radiation emitted by atoms and molecules was very important 

in development of modern physics. It contributes to the development of quantum hypothesis of a 

structure of atoms and quantum mechanics. 

Atoms, molecules and other radiators can emit radiation of various wavelength and they can also 

absorb radiation. They produced radiation spectrum, which is intensity or energy of radiation in re-

lation to wavelength or frequency. Electromagnetic radiation is equivalent to electromagnetic field, 

but in micro–world we use quantum description and understand that this radiation consists of par-

ticles – photons. 

We can measure spectra in visible, ultraviolet and infrared wavelengths. The spectra are divided into 

continuous, band and line. As an example of continuous spectrum could be taken the part of the 

hydrogen emission spectrum that is due to free electrons becoming bound to a hydrogen ion and 

emitting photons over a wide range of wavelengths. In contrast to the discrete lines due to electrons 

falling from some bound quantum state to a state of lower energy [1]. 

There is no spectral line exactly monochromatic, rather absorption or emission become for small and 

finite range of wavelength. The results are broadened spectral lines with maximums at wavelengths 
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predicted by quantum mechanics. The broadening is due to various effects. The most important are 

natural width of spectral line, Doppler broadening, Stark broadening, resonance broadening and 

Van der Waals broadening.  

Absorption is described by Lambert–Beer law: 

 𝐼 = 𝐼0𝑒−𝜅𝑑 ,   (1) 

where I0 is the entering intensity, d is the length and κ is the absorption coefficient. 

Absorption coefficient κ for discrete spectrum must include all overlapping spectral lines from all 

atoms and ions in plasma. Absorption coefficient isolated line “i” in matter “a” is: 

 𝜅𝑎,𝑖(𝜈, 𝑇, 𝑝) = 𝜋𝑟0𝑐𝑓𝑚𝑛
𝑎,𝑖𝑁𝑛

𝑎(𝑇, 𝑝)𝑃𝑖(𝜈, 𝑇, 𝑝),   (2) 

where ν is frequency, T is temperature, p is pressure, r0 is radius of electron, c is speed of the light, 

𝑓𝑚𝑛
𝑎,𝑖

 is absorption force of oscillator for electron transitions between energetic states m and n. 

𝑁𝑛
𝑎(𝑇, 𝑝) is occupation density of lower energetic state and 𝑃𝑖(𝜈, 𝑇, 𝑝) is normalized spectral line 

profile. Spectral line profile has Lorentzian profile according to the formula: 

 𝑃(𝜈, 𝑇, 𝑝) =
𝛿

𝜋[(𝜈 − 𝜈0 − 𝑑)2 + 𝛿2]
 , (3) 

where δ is halfwidth of spectral line and d is the shift of spectral line. Both halfwidth δ and shift d 

are functions of temperature T and pressure p [2]. We can calculate normalized spectral line profile 

from the output of our program. 

Van der Waals broadening depends on neutral particles interactions. Firstly we have to calculate 

effective main quantum number of k-th energetic state: 

 𝑛𝑘
∗ = 𝑍√

𝑅𝐻

𝐼𝑝 − 𝐸𝑘
,   (4) 

where Z is charge of atom or ion, Z = 1 for neutral atom, Z = 2 for firstly ionized atom, and so on, 

RH = 1.097x107 m is Rydberg constant, Ip is an ionization potential and Ek is an energy, where k could 

be low or up state. 

Now the mean radial matrix elements could be calculated: 

 𝑅𝑘
2̅̅̅̅ =

(𝑛𝑘
∗ )2

2𝑍𝑎
2

[5(𝑛𝑘
∗ )2 + 1 − 3𝑙𝑘(𝑙𝑘 + 1)]   (5) 

where lk is electron orbital quantum number. 

Stark broadening and shift includes perturbation from electrons and other ions. Griem has developed 

semi–empirical theory. Firstly we have to calculalate Gaunt factors: 

 
𝑔𝑠𝑒 = 0.275664 · ln (1 +

0.012854 · 𝑇3 2⁄

𝑍|∆𝐸𝐽′′𝐽∗|
), 

(6) 

 𝑔𝑠ℎ =
0.001391 · 𝑇3 2⁄

𝑍|∆𝐸𝐽′′𝐽∗|
 , (7) 

where J is momentum quantum number. 

Finally we get Stark broadening δS and shift dS as: 
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 𝛿𝑆 = 𝐹(𝑇, 𝑝) [∑
𝑆(𝐽′′, 𝐽)

2𝐽 + 1
𝑔𝑠𝑒(𝑋𝐽′′𝐽) + ∑

𝑆(𝐽′′, 𝐽′)

2𝐽′ + 1
𝑔𝑠𝑒(𝑋𝐽′′𝐽′)

𝐽′′𝐽′′

],   (8) 

 

𝑑𝑆 = 𝐹(𝑇, 𝑝) [∑
∆𝐸𝐽′′𝐽

|∆𝐸𝐽′′𝐽|

𝑆(𝐽′′, 𝐽)

2𝐽 + 1
𝑔𝑠ℎ(𝑋𝐽′′𝐽)

𝐽′′

− ∑
∆𝐸𝐽′′𝐽′

|∆𝐸𝐽′′𝐽′|

𝑆(𝐽′′, 𝐽′)

2𝐽′ + 1
𝐽′′

𝑔𝑠ℎ(𝑋𝐽′′𝐽′)],   

(9) 

 

where S is the line force. 

Broadening caused by emitting atom or ion interactions with surrounding particles dominates in 

higher pressures. Atom interactions with electrons or ions lead to Stark broadening and shift and is 

most important in plasma. Interactions with neutral atoms of the same kind lead to resonance broad-

ening. Van der Waals broadening and shift are caused by interaction with the neutral atoms of dif-

ferent  

kind [2]. 

3 SPECTROSCOPIC DATA 

There are spectroscopic databases which collect data for scientific and needs. Some of these data-

bases could be accessed for free. I would like to mention some free access databases, eg. american 

institute NIST (National Insitute of Standards and Technology) database, professor Kurucz database 

(from Harvard University) and international database The Opacity Project. 

We will use NIST database for our calculation. You can search in database through the web, [3]. We 

will search the database eg. for four times ionized sulphur atom. We will calculate width and shift 

of spectral lines from database output. We require data for 10 nm – 30000 nm and want ASCII text 

file output. We receive output displayed on fig. 1. [3] 

 

Figure 1: Output data from database NIST, for sulphur S+4. 

4 PROGRAM FOR CALCULATION OF SPECTRAL LINES PARAMETERS 

We used the C programming language in the Eclipse environment for development of program for 

width and shift of spectral lines calculation. It was chosen so, because of calculation speed and com-

patibility with operating system Linux and OS Windows. Block diagram of program is on fig. 2. 
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Our program formats output file from database. Necessary variables are stored into internal field 

of variables for further processing. The program accumulates parts from equivalent energetic levels 

to broadening and shift of spectral lines. Our program counts linear coefficients for width and shift 

of spectral lines dependent on temperature. Required temperature range is 5000 – 50000 K. There 

are thirteen parameters in the output of the program describing absorption spectral lines, the most 

important are width according to Stark, and according to Kurucz. Program creates a text output file 

which is suitable for further processing. 

 

Figure 2: Block diagram of the program for calculation of broadening and shift of spectral lines. 

We design program which solves Stark broadening with methodic used in Toulouse University. Stark 

broadening and shift according to Griem is also applied in our program. The cycle FOR calculates 

this broading and shift for all required temperatures.  
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Selected results from our program are shown  in tab. 1. 

Table 1: Demonstration of Stark broadening of S+4. 

λ [nm] δ [m] λ [nm] δ [m] 

20.296 3.9870x10-24 103.99 6.7592x10-26 

51.825 4.8118x10-24 135.14 1.8555x10-25 

84.924 7.3108x10-25 263.97 4.0348x10-24 

5 CONCLUSION 

The study of spectral lines broadening and shift brings new matter into science about structure and 

behaviour of different elements and compounds. We made the modular program for scientific exa-

mination of spectrums. The program selects needed parameters from selected database and calculates 

spectral shifts: polarization, Van der Waals and Stark shift. The program calculates also complete 

halfwidth of spectral lines using Stark, Van der Waals, and natural halfwidth. 

Our program could be possibly used for construction of spectroscopic instruments, for design thin 

optical layers with selective reflectance, possibly theoretical knowledge could be used in construction 

thin selective dielectric resonators and last but not least the program could improve world spectros-

copic databases. 
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